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The industrial system that has developed up to today finds
a double function for the factory.

The factory serves as a

means of production and also a means of livelihood and means of

employment of labor for a large number of people.
Now a great deal of work that is done in the factory is

repetitive work, the sort of work which can be scheduled by a

programming, as in the Taylor system of studying movements and
the like.

What we can do now is to transfer this scheduling

of motion from human activity to the activity of machines.

With

modern automatic means of amplification, of feedback, of correct-

ing the performance of the machine by sensing the performance,
and putting corrective terms for these in as a new input to

change the performance, it is quite easy to carry out a programming

operation at present.
Now, the effect of this is not only to facilitate production
but to separate the production function of the factory from the
employment function of the factory and to lead to a very serious

social reconsideration of the function of the factory.

These new developments have a rather interesting history.
At the beginning of the introduction of electronics,
realized what a universal tool amplification was.

it was not

It was not

realized that it could not only be used for radio reception and
radio transmission and in telephone work, but was a general way

of separating in industry two problems; the problem of orders
and the problem of the supply of energy for the following of
those orders.

Thus in modern automatization we are merely

making use of facilities which we had already for thirty years,

and which come from the development of the vacuum tube, and more

recently from the development of transitors and other similar
devices.

Similarly, when high-speed computation was invented at the
time of the war and after the war, it was not realized at first

that the same sort of apparatus which would make possible high-

speed computation would make possible the automatic factory.
The point is that any sequence of high-speed operation must
be programmed, and programmed completely from the beginning, so
the sequence of operations does not have to be determined while
the operations are under way, when there isn't time.

If that can be done for the complicated computing program,
it can be done for the sequence of work in a factory.

The same high-speed automatic apparatus for amplifying
messages, may also be used for operating sequentially on messages,
in order that a programming can be carried out.

The separation of these two aspects of factory operation,
the information aspect and the power aspect, makes it possible:
for information going into a machine to be handled by methods

which do not involve the simultaneous work of human beings.

Now

the work of human beings is transferred to earlier programming.
We do not need to carry out this work at a high power level} but

may amplify the power later.

Roughly speaking, in a great many phases of factory work
the human being has formerly been used as a rather inefficient
amplifier for the messages and a rather inefficient receiver for

the messages.

Thus on the production end of engineering, these

new powers that we have are bringing us into a new ages. But it must

be remembered that in doing this they are separating the two

aspects of the factory of which I have spoken.

Namely, they have

separated the aspect of the factory as a means of production,
and the aspect of the factory as a means of employment.

And

unless we are prepared socially to separate these functions and
provide for their separate existence, we may run into catastrophic

nnemploymente
The high-speed automatic factory will be efficient only
when there is a relatively large amount of production under fairly
constant conditions.
It is possible to change the programming so as to make mass

production possible for smaller batches that would otherwise be
considered too small for the mass production which is essential

to the good working of the automatic factory.

Automatization

must always be associated with some degree of mass production.
In other words, automatization can be a very inexpensive method

per unit of production but it cannot be an inexpensive method for

a production of a small number of pieces.

Therefore, the places where automatization is to be intro-

duced must be carefully scrutinized.

In other words, the automatic

factory of the future will not be a slight adaptation of the

ordinary hand factory by introduci ng automatization at a few
points, but the entire flow of the process must be designed with
sutomatization in view if the process is to be really efficient.

Furthermore, the type of apparatus used in automatization
is changing very rapidly in this respect so that it may take some

years before automatization itself will be established and the
apparatus will be more than temporarye.

Question:

Once we set up programming, is it easy to change
from one form of programming to another?

Answer:

Fundamentally, yes.

All types of programming apparatus

have very much in common for whatever purpose they

are used.

But the terminal apparatus, the stamping

apparatus, the cutting apparatus, the milling apparatus,
may be rather different.

The change in programming

from one apparatus to another, as far as the central

control machine is concerned, is the change in the

command given to the machine which is finally disci
This is not an easy process but it involves very little

mechanical change to the apparatus used.
new profession:

However, it involves a

that of the programmer who is to interpret the

task given to the machine in terms which the machine can understand.
With that the same machine can be used for many sorts of programming

provided the terminal apparatus is adequate for the purpose.
Question:

In Japan we are worried so much about the effects of
automatization in factories and we would like to have

you express your opinion on automatization with respect

to employment in Japan.
Answer:

Automatization will definitely cut into the ability of
the factory to act as a large employer of labore.

That

is, in an automatized country or world, a smaller

percentage of the people will be employed within the

factory than normally at present.
Of course, service industries, auto repair
industries, and industries involved in facing a dif-

ferent situation each time, will not be directly

affected.

Agriculture will not be affected immediately

although 1 will not say that agriculture will not be

ultimately affected.
The problem of automatization as we face it in the States

is largely a question of bringing labor through the transition

stages.

The purely repetitive tasks will be done by machinery

in the future.

The need for people will be for people who can

repair the apparatus, who watch the apparatus, people who will
be at the lowest level foreman and at the highest junior engineers.

We are finding that since the last war, the military services,
with a large number of people trained technically, are furnishing

just exactly the sort of people industry needs in automatization,
and for some time we may not have too much difficultye

But we must face the problem that the care of people, the

social needs of people will have to be provided for in the future

largely outside of the factory.
The factories of the future will be nearly as empty as the
power plants are now.

In facing this a great deal can be done

by grading up, but it will also be necessary to regard the machines
as existing for the supply of the needs of people, and not that

the people as existing to supply the needs of the machines.
Question:

Do you know of any instances in which the number of
is

people employed in certain automatized factor)may be
decreased, but the amount of employment in the allied
industries increased as a whole?

Answer:

That is perfectly possible, but the tendency in the
factory that is automatized itself is to use fewer

people.

There are cases where that is the chief motive

of automatization rather than economy.

Let us take

oil cracking plants, which are essentially big bombs.
They are too dangerous to work in, or at least in

which to risk many people who work, and it is desirable
to cut the number of working people as much as pos-

sible.

Therefore, for humanitarian reasons it is

highly desirable that they should be automatized as
much as possible.

Question:

Do you think mass production is the prerequisite to

automatization?

Answer:

Automatization is impossible without some degree of

mass production.

The individual apparatus is expensive

and the productivity must be large in order to justify
automatization.

On the other hand, such things as

automatic milling machines or that sort of tools make

it less expensive to set up mass production methods

for relatively small batches than would be needed for

a complete remachining of the plants, for mass production
by stamping and other devices of that sort.

In other

words, it is easier to place the tape on a machine than
to bring in a new machine.

Thus, there is an intermediate

stage at which the automatic factory allows mass
production methods to be done on smaller batches than

would have been supposed possible before.

This is already becoming conspicuous in the airplane industry,
where vou can now use mass production methods for a few hundred

parts to many thousands.

In other words, the separation between

power and instructions makes it possible to replace the instructions of a machine by a new set of instructions, without large-

scale changes that are expensive in material.
Question:

In the U.S. labor may not object to automatization of

factory because laborers can work in the factories

where they make the machines to enable automatization.

In Japan it is possible that labor may strongly resist
automatization of factory for we import the machines
for those purposes from abroad and fewer people can

find jobs in other factories.

Have you noticed similar

phenomena?
Answer:

In the U.S. at the beginning I Medconsiderable amount
of difficulty in alerting labor leaders to the fact
that the automatic factory was coming, and the chief
trouble I had was indifference rather than resistance.

Later on I got in touch with Walter Reuther, who is

the head oS anid Workers Union, and he has been
completely sympathetices

His chief interest was to

protect labor during the period of transition when
labor is still used in the old manner, and the new

adjustments have not been made.

But he is not against

automatization coming in ultimately, provided labor
as well as capital has its share in it, and in providing
protection for labor against wrong or undue use of

automatization during the period of transition.

Questions:

In what way can Mr. Reuther protect labor?

Answer?

To see that the present contracts made between labor

and management, consider the changes during the

intermediate period, by regulating the introduction
of automatization, by a certain degree of job insurance,
etce

That is already affecting the attitude of labor

to the automobile industry.

Questions

In Japan, in what particular field is automatization
most desirable?

Answer:

I have no specific knowledge of Japanese conditions,
so I merely wish to say what I know about automatization

in general.
It works particularly well for continuous processing

industries, say, like the oil cracking industry.

It

works fairly well for batch industries handling material.
It can be used on automobile assembly lines and so one.

It can be used for such things as automatic milling

machines of which I spoke, in connection with airplane
manufacture, where your batches are smaller than mass

production previously has been found suitable.

It

probably is not much used in connection with the service

industry where you have separate jobs each time.

It can

be used both in the factory and directly in the offices;

it is used by such people as International Business

Machines, and in establishing the close connection
between the offices and factories so that cost accounting

and similar functions may be done automatically.
can be used for quality control.

TI believe, be used in agriculture.

It

It can ultimately,

The place where it

cen be least used, I say, is essentially the neighborhood filling station or in the garage where you may

have to repair many makes of cars.
It will be of very little use in restaurants or

other service industries of that sort.

But I would say that its scope is nearly as large
as mass production on any plane, and that it can

ultimately include agricultural mass production as well
as factory mass production.

Question:

Dr. Wiener, you mentioned agriculture as possibly an
ultimate field for automatization.

Answer:

The purpose of automatization is to take in information

and change it into action.

Now a great deal of

agricultural work depends on recognition of the special

situations; the distinguishing of agricultural crops
from weeds, the recognition of the character of the
soil, the distinguishing of the rows of crops and of
the space between the rows.

The picking of ripe cotton

ag distinguished from unripe cotton, different treatment

for ripe bolls from unripe bolls.

A great deal depends

on goed instrumentation and discriminating apparatus.
There is no reason that it cannot be turned into

action in the field as well as in the factory.

The

chief difficulty is that apparatus will largely have
to be towed behind a tractor and must be rugged for

that purpose because of the jolts of towing.
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However, in the last war we were using the

proximity fuses which was essentially a vacuum tube

apparatus carried by the shell, to pick up the
neighborhood of an airplance.
Now if we can shoot the vacuum tube in a shell and

still have it effective, I think we can tow it behind
a tractor.

Furthermore, the present type of amplifiers depend
on transitors and other similar devices, which are

probably less sensitive to injury by shaking than old
fashioned vacuum tubes.

Question:

What do you think of the possibilities of automatization

in Japanese agriculture?
Answer:

Most of your agriculture in Japan is relatively small

scale, highly intensive agriculture.

I don't think

automatization is coming into use in Japan as quickly
as in countries where there is lesser yield of crops
over larger acreage.

That is, I can see it coming

into the American wheat and corn field.

I don't think
roe

the Japanese rice field is suitable for it.

Question:

adh
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Dr. Wiener, could you possibly state your essential
contribution to automatization to the present-day

industry or society?

Answer:

My connection with automatization was simply that I

have rather organized views of what communication

theory was like quite earlier, and that I saw the
developments which were being made in the field of
hich-speed computation revolved on the same sort of

apparatus which is needed for programming in the
automatic factory.

In other words,

I have invented no

devices, but I have seen earlier than most people
where the trend of the world was leading, and I have
been aware of the social consequences and their nature.

Question:

What would be the relation or impact of cybernetics

upon industry?
Answer:

I think to a large extent I have already said that the

impact will be the division between the problems of
information and of power in industry.

With these

things on a separate basis, our ability will be greatly
enhanced to subdivide the problems into a knoweldge

problem and control problem on one side, and the problem

of making this knowledge control effective by power.
Que stion:

What briefly is information theory?

Answer:

Information theory is the thecry of the production,
transmission, use and measurement of information, where
information is to be taken as that restriction of the

possibilities of the world which results we have when

we already know specifically certain quantities or
measurements.

When we know certain quantities or

measurements, the possibilities for others that we do
not know are cut down.

The degree of this cutting

down is the information our measurements give US.

Question:

In the older times human beings were used more or

less as sources of power.

At the present, however,

information and power are separate, and machine is
sven,

taking ewd the task of giving information as in the

SZ

automatized factory replacing human beings.

Then,

what would be the role the human beings can take in the

next stage?
Answer:

Machine does the job of organizing and collecting
information only at a low level.

That is, the higher

information tasks still belong to men.

It is only the

routine tasks of recognition and acting which are taken

over by the machine.

What we are finding is that the

first Industrial Revolution concerned more than
anything he use of human beings as power.

The

second. one concerns the replacement of human beings

for low-grade information tasks.

High-grade information

tasks are always for man.

Question:

Speaking of the electronic computor, what would be the

possible bottle-~neck in its future development?
Answer?

It's very hard to speak of possible bottle-neck in

the future development, because the available apparatus
for the electronic computor is changing so rapidly.
We are developing vacuum tubes and transgitorg further

and in Japan they are doing a great deal of work on
magnetic cores, and many new devices are coming into «wo&amp;

for the purpose of computation.

That is, with the

apparatus that is changing every year as it does, there
may well be bottle-necks at certain stages, but how
those will develop I gould not want to sav now.

I want to say this, a few years ago in the vacuum tube

days a big bottle-neck was the problem of disposing of
heat generated by the vacuum tubes.
a problem with the transitorse.

That is no longer

Question:

You mentioned automatization in industrial processes.

What about automatization in data processing?
Answer:

oer

Yes, it's used all the time.

The International Busi-

ness Machine exists for exactly that business.

Question:

Do they develop in parallel?

Answer:

They process datas

The office work done in automatiza-

tion is data processing.

And without any doubt it

will be more closely connected with thelfactory work
itselfs

Cost accounting, let us say, and the manufacture

will be integrated into the same process.

Question:

Today when automatization is being adopted in many
fields, is there any particular approach taken to
educate people or to make people adjust themselves
to the way of thinking?

Answer:

What you ask 1s a real problem and I cannot give you a

complete answer.

A person who is interested in a thing

has enough to keep himself busy, whether what he does
is labeled as work or not.

Question:

Progress of industry is made possible by the exchange
of information between the industries, so if an

industry keeps certain information to itself it hinders
the progress of the whole industry.

What do you think

of this?

Answer:

I should say that a policy as open as possible should

develop the industry, but I do not want to be quoted
here as to the detail of this policy.

Question:

Do you think there exists some method to enable

analyzing complicated problems?
Answer:

Analysis of complicated problems to put on the com=-

puting machine is always a human art.

I should say

probably now a tendency exists to develop a technique
to divide programming problems up.

But as to the

comprehensive treatment of programming by routine,
I doubt its possibility.

Question:

Have you become aware of psychological differences

between Western peoples and Asiatic peoples?
Answer:

I am aware of the shades of difference within any

country between different groups of people, yes.
as to any fundamental major difference I am not
aware of it.

But

The industrial system that hasdeveloped up to today finds

a double function for the factory. Phe factory serves as a

means of production and also a means of livelihood and means of

smployment of labor for a large number of peoples
Now a great deal of work that is done in the factory is
repetitive work, the gort of work which can be scheduled by a

programming, as in the Taylor system of studying movements and
the likes

What we can do now is to transfer this scheduling

of motion from human activiey to the activity of machingss With
modern automatic means of amplification, of feedback, of corrects
ing the performance of the machine by sensing the performance,
and putting corrective terms for these in as a new input to

change the performance, it is quite easy to carry out a prs ramming
pperation at present.
Now, the effect of this is not only to facilitate production

but to separate the production function of the factory from the
employment function of the factory and to lead to a very serious

social reconsideration of the function of the factory.

These new developments have a rather interesting history.
At the beginning of the introduction of electronics, it was not
realized what a universal tool amplification was.

It was not

realized that it could not only be used for radio reception and
radiotransmission and in telephone work, but was a general way

of separating in industry two problemsi the problem of orders

and the problem of the supply of energy for the following of
those orderse Thus in modern automatization we are merely

making use of facilities which we had already for thirty years,

and which come from the development of the vacuum tube, and more

recently from the development of transitors and other similar
devices:
Similarly, when high-speed computation was invented at the

:ime of the war and after the war, it was not realized at first

that the game gort of apparatus which would make poseible high=
speed computation would make possiblethe automatic factorye

The pointis that any sequence of high-speed operation must
be programmed, and programmed completely from the beginning, so
the sequence of operations does not have to be determined while

the operations are under way, when there isn't time.
If that can be done for the complicated computing PS OPRM
Ry

it can be done for the gequence of work in a factorys

The same high-speed automatic apparatus for amplifying
messages, may also be used for operating sequentially on me~ages,

in order that a programming can be carried outs

The separation of these two aspects of factory operation,
the ‘information aspect and the power aspect, makes it possible
for information going into a machine to be handled by methods

which do not involve the simultansous work of human beingss Row

che work of human beings is transferred to earlier programming.
We donot nesd to carry out this work at a high power level; but

aay amplify thepower laters
Roughly speaking, in a great many phases of factory work
the human being has formerly been usedas a rather inefficient

amplifierfor the messages and a rather inefficient receiver for

the messages. Thus on the production end ofengineering, these
newpowersthat we have are bringing us into a new ages But it must

ly

be remembered that in doing this they are separating the two

aspects of the factory of which I have spoken. Namely, they have

separatedthe aspect of the factory as a means of production,
and the aspect of the factory as a means of employments. And

unless we are prepared socially to separate these functions and
provide for their separate existence, we may run into catastrophic
anemployment.

-

The high=gpeed automatic factory will be efficient only

when thers is a relatively large amount of production under fairly

constant conditionse
It is possible to change the programming so as to make mass

production possible for smaller batches that would otherwise be
considered too small for the mass production which is essential

to the good working of the automatic factory. Automatization
mugt always be associated with some degree of mass production.
In other words, automatization can be a very inexpensive method

per unit of production but it cannot be an inexpensive method for
a production of a small number of piecess

.

Therefore, the places where sutomatization is to be intro-

duced must be carefully scrutinizeds In other words, the automatic

factory of the future will not be a slight adaptation of the
ordinary hand factory by introduc ng automatization at a few

points, but the entire flow of ‘the process must be designed with

automatization in view if the process is to be really efficient,
Furthermore, the type of apparatus used in autonatizati on
ig changing very rapidly in this respect so that it may take some

yearsbefore automatization itself will be established and the
apparatus will be more than temporarys

(nes we set up programming, is it easyto change

from one form of programming to another?

Fundamentally, yes. All types of programming apparatus

have very much in common for whatever purpose they
are used, But the terminal ‘apparatus, the stamping

apparatus, the cutting apparatus, the milling apparatus,
may be rather different. The change in programming
fron one apparatus to another, as far as the central

control machine is concerned, is the change in the
coumand given to the machine which is finally
This is not an easy process but it involves very little

mechanical change to the apparatusused. However, it involves a
new professions that of the prograsier whe is to interpret the
task givento the machine in terms which the machine can understand.

With that the same machine canbe used for many sorts of programming
provided the terminal apparatus is adequate for the purpose.
Question: In Japan we are worried so much about the effects of

automatization in factories and we would like to have

you express your opinionon automatization with respect
to employment in Japan.
Angwers:

Automatization will definitely cut inte the ability of

ghe factory to act as a large employer of labors That

is, in an sutomatizedcountry or world, a smaller
percentage of the people will be employed within the

factory than normally at present.
of course, service industries, auto repair
industries,iandindustries involved in facing a different situation each timey will nok be directly

affected. Agriculture willnot be affected immediately
although I will not say that agriculture will not be
ultimately affected.
The problem of automatigation as we face it in the States

is largelya question of bringing labor through the transition

stagess The purely repetitive tasks will be done by machinery
in the futures The need for people will be for people who can

repair the apparatus, who watch the apparatus, people who will
be at the lowest level foreman and at the highest Junior engineers.

We are finding that since the last war, the military gervices,
with a large number of people trained technically, are furnishing

just exactly the sort of people industry needs in automatigation,
and for some time we may not have too much difficulty.
But we must face the problem that the care ofpeople, the

social needs of people will have to be provided for in the future

largely outside of the factory.
The factories of the future will be nearly as empty as the
power plants are nows

In facing this a great deal can be done

by grading up, but it will also be necessary to regard the machines
as existing for the supply of the needs of people, and not that

the people as existing to supply the needs of the machines,
Question?

Do you know of any instancesin which the number of

people employed in certain automatized fastoryzay be
decreased, but the amount of employment in the allied
industries increased as a whole?

That is perfectly possible, but the tendeney in the
factory that is automatized itself is to use fewer

peoples

AE
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There are cases where that is the chief motive

of automatization rather than economy. Let us take

oil cracking plants, which ave essentially big bombs.
They are too dangerous to work in, or at least in

which to rigk many people who work, and it is desirable
bo eut the number of working people as much as pose
sible Therefore, for humanitarian reasons it is

highly desirable that they should be automatized as
mich as possible.
Questiont

Do you think mass pr~--~tion is the prerequisite to
automatization?

angwers

Automatization is impeasible without some degree of
mass production. The individual apraratug is expensive
and the productivity must be large in order to justify

automatization.

On the other hand, such things as

automatic milling machines or that sort of tools make

it leas expensive to get up mass production methods
for relatively small batches than would be needed for

a complete remachining of the plants; for nags production
by stamping and other devices of that sorts. In other
words, it is easier te place the tape on a machine than

to bring in a new machines

Thug, there is an intermediate

stage at which the automatic factory allows Hass
production methods to be done on smaller batches than

would have been supposed possible before.
Phig is already becoming conspicuous in the airplane industry,
where you can now use mass production methods for a few hundred

hI

a

parts to many thousands. In other words, the separation between
power and instructions makes it possible to replace the ingtruc=

tiong of a machine by a new get of instructions, without large=-

scale changes that are expensive in materiale
Question! In the UsBs labor may not object to automatigation of

factory because laborers can work in the factories
shere theymake the machines to enable automatizations
In Japan it is possible that labor may strongly resist
automatization of factory forwe import the machines
for those purposes from abroad and fewer people can
find jobs in other factories.

Have you noticed similar

phenomena?
Answers

In the U.8+ at the beginning I had/Gonsiderable amount

of difficulty in alerting labor leaders to the fact
that the automatic factory was coming, and the chief

trouble I had was indifference rather thanresistances
Later on I got in touch with Walter Reuther, who is

the Sead ofvemobile Workers Union, and he hag been
completely sympathetic. His chief interest waste

protect labor during the period of transition when

laboris still used in the old manner, and the new
adjustments have not been made, But he 1s not against
automatization coming in ultimately, provided labor
ag well ag capital hag its share in it, and in providing
protection for labor against wrong or undue use of

autosatization during the period of transition,
In what way can Mr, Reuther protect labor?’

To see that the present contracts made between labor

oo
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and management, consider the changes during the

intermediate period, byregulating the introduction
ofautomatization, by a certain degree of job insurance,

see That is already affecting the attitude of labor

bo the automobile industry
Questions In Japan, in what particular field is automatization
nost desirable?

Angwers:

Ihaveno specific knowledgeof Japanese conditions,
go I seraly wish to say what I know about automgtization
in generals
It works particularly well for continuous processing
industries, say, like the oil cracking industry, It
works fairly well for batch industries handling material.
It ean be used on automobile assembly lines and so on.

It can be used for such things as automatic milling
sachines of which I spoke, in connection with airplane
manufacture, where your batehes are smaller thanmass

oroduction previously has ®~w found suitable. It
probably is not much used in connection with the service

Indugtry where you have separate jobs each time. It can

be used both in the factory and directly in the offices;

it is used by such peoples as International Business
Machines, and in establishing the close connection
between the offices and factories so that cost accounting
and similar functions may be done automatically. It

san be uged for qualitycontrole It can ultimately,
1 believe, be used in agriculture. The placewhere it

_

L

can be least used, 1 say, is essentially the neighbor-

hood £41lingstation or in the garage where youmay

have to repair ‘many makes of cars.
It will be of very 11t¢le use in rert

other service industries of that sort.
But I would say thatits scope is nearly as large
as mags production on any plane, and that it can

ultimately include agricultural mags production as well
Questions

as factory mass production.
Dra Wiener, you mentioned agriculture ag possiblyan

ultimate field for automatization.
Angwers

The purpose of automatization is to take in information

and ¢hange 1t into action, Now a great deal of
agricultural work depends onrecognition of the special
situationss the distinguishing ofagricultural crops

from weeds, the recognition of the character of the
soil, the distinguishing of the rows of crops and of

the space betweanthe rowss The picking of ripe cotton

as distinguished from unripe cotton, different treatment
for ripe bollsfrom unripe bollss A great deal depends

on goodinstrumentation and discriminating spparatus.
There isno reason that it cannot be turned into
action in the field as well as inthe factorys The
chief difficulty is thatapparatus will largely have
to be towed behind a tractorand must be rugged for

that purpose because of the jolts of towing,

flowever, in the last war we were using the

proxinity fuse which was essentially a vacuum tube

apparatuscarriedbythe shell, to pickupthe
neighborhoodofanairplanes

Now if we can shoot the vacuum tube in &amp; shell and

stillhave it effective, I think we can towitbehind
Furthermore, the present type of amplifiers depend

on transitors and other similar devices, which are
probably lesssensitive toinjury by shaking thanold

fashioned vacuun tubess
Quegtiont

that do you thinkof the peas —tvtlities of aw

“reation

in Japanese agriculture?
ANBwWers

Most of your agriculture in Japan is relatively small

seale, highly intensive agriculture. I don’t think
sutomatization is coming into use in Japan as quickly

as in countries where there is lesser yleld of crops
over larger acreages That is, I can seé it coming
intothe American wheat and corn fields I don’t think

the Japanese rice field is suitable for ite
Question?

Dra Wiener, could you possibly state your essential
contribution to automatization to the present-day

industry or society?
Angwers

iy connection with aut~mes sation was simply that I

have rather organised views of what communication

theory was like quite earlgdd, and that I saw the
developmentswhich were being made in the field of
high-speed gomputation revolved on ths same sort of

a
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apparatus vhich is needed for programming in the
autematic factory. In other words, I have invented neo

levices, but I have geen earlier thanmost people

there the trend of the world vasleading, and I have

been aware of the social consequences and their natures
Questions

Mat would be the relation or impact ofcybernetics
pon industry?

Answers

I think toa large extent I have alreadysaid that the
impact will be the division between the problems of

information and of power in industry. With these
things on a separate basis, our ability will be greatly
enhanced to subdivide the problems into a knoweldge
problem and control problem on one side, and the problem

of making this knowledge eontrol effective by powers.
Que stiont What briefly is information theory? bn
Angwers

Information theory is the theory of the production,

transmission, use and mesgurement of information, where

information is to be taken as that restriction of the

possibilities of the world which results we have when
ww already know specifically : certain quantities or
nessurements, Whenwe know certain quant ities or

neamreements,the possibilities forothers that wedo
aot know are cut down, The degree ofthis cutting
Question?

town is the informationour measurements give us
In theolder times human beings were used more or

less assourcesof powersAt thepresent, howsver,
information and powerare separate, andmachine is
taking owtthetask of giving information ss inthe

HAI

“uy

wkd

wwtomatized factory replacing human beings. Then,
shat would be the role the human beings ean taks in the

Answer?

next stage?
Machine does the jobofon ~4aing and collssting

farormation only at a lowlevel, That is, thehigher
information ‘tasks still belong to men, It is only the
routine tasks of recognition and acting which are taken
ver by the machine, What we are finding 4sthat the

reat Industrial Revolution ¥oncetnad more shan.
shything om use of human beings as pow. The
second one goncarns the replacement of human ‘belnzs
for low-grade information tasks, High-grade information

sasksare alwavs for man.
Question?

Speaking of the electronic computer, what would be the

Angwers

sossible bottle-nsck in its future development?
Ttts very hard to speak of possible bottle=neck in

the Suture devel options, because the available apparatus
for ‘the electronic computor Ee changing s0 rapidlys
Ye are developing vacuum tubes and transitors further
and in Japan they are doing 2 great deal of work on
magnetic cores, and many new devices are coming into
for the purpose of computation. That is, with the

apparatus that is changing every year as it does, there
may well be bottlenecks at certain stages, buthow
these will develop should net wantto say mnowa
I want to say this, a fou years ago in the vacuum tube

days a big bottle-neck wan the problem of dtevosing of
heat generated by the | vac tubes. That is no longer
4 problem with the trangilborsg.
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Questions

You mentioned automatization in industrial prrecgees.

What about automatization in data processing?

Angwers

Yes, it's used all the time. The International Busi

ness Hachine exists for exactly that business.
Questions?

Do they develop in parallel?

Angwari

They process data. The office work done in gutomatizaion is data processings And without any doubt it
will be more closely connected with thelfactory work

ltgelf, Cost accounting, let us say, and the manufacture
will be integrated into the same process.
Quagtiont

gh

Today when automatigation is being adopted in many
fields, is there any particular approach taken to

sducate people or to make people adjust themselves
to the way of thinking?
Angwers

What you ask is a real problem and I cannot give you a

complete answer.

A person who is interested in a thing

has enough to keep himself busy, whether what he does
ig labeled as work or nots

Questiont

Progress of industry is made possible by the exchange
of information between the industries, so if an

industry keeps certain information to itself it hinders
she progress of the whols industry. What do you think
ot Sital -

Angwers

:

I should gay that a policy as open as possible should
develop the industry, bus I do not want to be quoted

here as to the detail of this policys

wr 1k a

Question:

Do you think there exists some method to enabls

analyzing complicated problems?
Analysis of complicated problems to put on the com-

puting machine is always a human art.

I should say

probably now a tendency exists to develop a technique

bo divide programming problems ups But as to the

somprehensive treatment of programming by routine,
[ doubt its possibility.
Quegtions

Have you become aware of psychological dif &lt;==" -

between Western peoples and Asiatic peoples?
Angwer}

I am aware of the shades of difference within any

country between different groups of people ’ yess But
as to any fundamental wajor difference I am not
aware of it,

